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Orbital forcing

• ~20,000, ~40,000, ~100,000 years
• 0.5, 1 year
• Tides
• Geometry of the Sun-Earth configuration (& Moon)
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Scenarios

 
Figure 5 global mean sea level change (m) contributed from (a) thermo steric, (b) halosteric and (c) 
total steric.  
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Figure 5 global mean sea level change (m) contributed from (a) thermo steric, (b) halosteric and (c) 
total steric.  
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Sea level: 10 ky BP



O-18 and sea level
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Transitions from Greenhouse to Icehouse Climate: 
Evidence from Marine Sediments

Proxy estimates of atmospheric 
pCO2 (Pearson & Palmer 2000; Pagani et al. 
1999, 2005)

Global deep-sea O-18
(Zachos et al. 2001)

Integrative approach
Data-Modelling

Antarctic ice sheet

NH ice sheet
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Transitions from Greenhouse to Icehouse Climate: 
Evidence from Marine Sediments

Miocene

Proxy estimates of atmospheric 
pCO2 (Pearson & Palmer 2000; Pagani et al. 
1999, 2005)

Global deep-sea O-18
(Zachos et al. 2001)

Antarctic ice sheetAntarctic ice sheet

NH ice sheet
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Transitions from Greenhouse to Icehouse Climate: 
Evidences from Marine Sediments

Eocene/Oligocene

Miocene

Proxy estimates of atmospheric 
pCO2 (Pearson & Palmer 2000; Pagani et al. 
1999, 2005)

Global deep-sea O-18
(Zachos et al. 2001)

• Eocene long-term climate cooling 
• Eocene/Oligocene glaciation of Antarctica; drop in pCO2
• Compare to the Miocene/Pliocene cooling; low pCO2

Antarctic ice sheet

NH ice sheet



Climate warming `backward´



Climate warming `backward´
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Flat Temperature Gradient

Present Day

Late Miocene

Reason?
Crowley

Steppuhn et al., 2006

Many authors







Northward Heat Transport



Global meridional heat transport divides roughly equally into 3 modes: 
1. atmosphere (dry static energy) 
2. ocean (sensible heat)
3. water vapor/latent heat transport 

The three modes of poleward transport are comparable in amplitude, and distinct in character 
(sensible heat flux divergence focused in tropics, latent heat flux divergence focus in the 
subtropics) 

(residual method, 
TOA radiation 
1985-89 and 
ECMWF/NMC 
atmos obs)
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Flat Temperature Gradient

Present Day

Late Miocene

Reason?
Crowley

Steppuhn et al., 2006

Many authors

Ø Sensible heat transport
Ø Latent heat transport
Ø Ocean heat transport

Ø Orography Greenland: high latitude warming
Ø Changes in the land surface cover

Ø Other effects?



Flat Temperature Gradient

Present Day

Late Miocene

Reason?
Crowley

Steppuhn et al., 2006

Many authors

Ø Sensible heat transport  ~ DT EBMs, ……

Ø Latent heat transport  ~        DT Caballero & Langen

Ø Ocean heat transport                        Panama Gateway, Atlantic salinity reduction

Ø Orography                     Greenland: high latitude warming

Ø Changes in the land surface cover

Ø Other effects?
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Temperatures from EBMs: the e↵ective heat capacity matters 10

Figure 1. Schematic view of the energy absorbed and emitted by the Earth following
(1). Modified after Goose (2015).

Temperatures from EBMs: the e↵ective heat capacity matters 2

the climate’s dependence on the wind field, ocean currents, the Earth rotation, and thus

have only one dependent variable: the Earth’s near-surface air temperature T.

With the development of computer capacities, simpler models have not disappeared;

on the contrary, a stronger emphasis has been given to the concept of a hierarchy of

models’ as the only way to provide a linkage between theoretical understanding and

the complexity of realistic models (von Storch et al., 1999; Claussen et al., 2002). In

contrast, many important scientific debates in recent years have had their origin in the

use of conceptually simple models (Le Treut et al., 2007; Stocker, 2011), also as a way

to analyze data (Köhler et al., 2010) or complex models (Knorr et al., 2011).

Pioneering work has been done by North (North, 1975a,b, North et al., 1981, 1983)

and these models were applied subsequently (e.g., Ghil, 1976; Su and Hsieh, 1976;

Ghil and Childress, 1987; Short et al., 1991; Stocker et al., 1992). Later the EMBs

were equipped by the hydrological cycle (Chen et al., 1995; Lohmann et al., 1996;

Fanning and Weaver, 1996; Lohmann and Gerdes, 1998) to study the feedbacks in

the atmosphere-ocean-sea ice system. One of the most useful examples of a simple,

but powerful, model is the one-/zero-dimensional energy balance model. As a starting

point, a zero-dimensional model of the radiative equilibrium of the Earth is introduced

(Fig. 1)

(1� ↵)S⇡R2 = 4⇡R2
✏�T

4 (1)

where the left hand side represents the incoming energy from the Sun (size of the disk=

shadow area ⇡R
2) while the right hand side represents the outgoing energy from the

Earth (Fig. 1). T is calculated from the Stefan-Boltzmann law assuming a constant

radiative temperature, S is the solar constant - the incoming solar radiation per unit

area– about 1367Wm
�2, ↵ is the Earth’s average planetary albedo, measured to be

0.3. R is Earth’s radius = 6.371 ⇥ 106 m, � is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant =

5.67 ⇥ 10�8JK�4m�2s�1, and ✏ is the e↵ective emissivity of Earth (about 0.612) (e.g.,

Archer, 2010). The geometrical constant ⇡R2 can be factored out, giving

(1� ↵)S = 4✏�T 4 (2)

Solving for the temperature,

T =
4

s
(1� ↵)S

4✏�
(3)

Since the use of the e↵ective emissivity ✏ in (1) already accounts for the greenhouse

e↵ect we gain an average Earth temperature of 288 K (15�C), very close to the global

temperature observations/reconstructions (Hansen et al., 2011) at 14�C for 1951-1980.

Interestingly, (3) does not contain parameters like the heat capacity of the planet. We

will explore that this is essential for the temperature of the Earth’s climate system.

2. A closer look onto the spatial distribution

Let us have a closer look onto (1). The local radiative equilibrium of the Earth is

✏�T
4 = (1� ↵)S cos' cos⇥ ⇥ 1[�⇡/2<⇥<⇡/2](⇥) (4)
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the energy absorbed and emitted by the Earth following
(1). Modified after Goose (2015).
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Heat capacity of the
climate system

Fast rotation

Energy balance model: Concepts of climate











Water vapor
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Exercise

EBM analysis
• https://1drv.ms/u/s!AnZSDMNwdkDMgccDeu

hjFFrmQHaqvw?e=ZaHqPA
• https://1drv.ms/u/s!AnZSDMNwdkDMgbx6sr

3gVubSIqlYVw?e=MacPeK

https://1drv.ms/u/s!AnZSDMNwdkDMgbx6sr3gVubSIqlYVw?e=MacPeK
https://1drv.ms/u/s!AnZSDMNwdkDMgbx6sr3gVubSIqlYVw?e=MacPeK



